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LAW,

ETHICS,

Gender Contests
Susan Frelich Appleton, JD, AB

ransgender issues have come out of

"war widow" (whose lover was killed

the closet. Popular culture, law,

in an act of antigay violence) and

T

and medicine all have begun to con-

another about a transgendered mid-

front challenges to the conventional

dle-school student (a girl "passing" as

understanding of sex as a fixed,

a boy). 2 Other media have featured a

dichotomous, male-female paradigm.
It seems fitting for a journal designed
to focus on gender-specific issues to
consider how both sex and gender are
becoming explicitly contested matters.
At the end of the day, however, this

Florida student who dresses in male
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requires off-the-shoulder drapes for
girls and coats and ties for boys. 2
Cable television's Discovery Channel

not only about our compulsion to

anatomical category," while gender is

ered intersexed babies and the contro-

impose a universal system of classifi-

"used as a category of self- and/or

versy about "corrective" surgery for

cation, but also about the perils of

social identification. "1

those with ambiguous genitalia. 3

paternalism, family secrets, and fasci-

In recent years, nonetheless, the

As these references indicate, chal-

nation with genetic determinism. In

general public has had numerous

lenges to the traditional understand-

addition, this area offers an opportu-

opportunities to become acquainted

ing come from two main sources:

nity for medical experts to serve as a

with both real and fictional individu-

transgendered individuals or transsexu-

helpful and important force for

als of uncertain classification. To cite

als (those whose self-identity and

change--mediators between evolving

some notable examples, best-selling

physical sex at birth diverge), and

social norms and the law, which

novelist Chris Bohjalian's Trans-Sister

intersexed individuals (those who are

famously clings to the past.

Radio, published in 2000, tells a sweet

born with ambiguous genitalia or

romantic story about Dana, born a

unusual chromosomal composition,

unfathomable challenges to the basic

man but later identified as a woman

or who have a physical condition such

organizing principle that sex and gen-

with some help from hormonal thera-

as androgen insensitivity syndrome,

der assignment represent. Even pro-

py and sex-reassignment surgery. The

resulting in an outward appearance

gressive gender politics, such as the

same year, actress Hilary Swank won

inconsistent with chromosomal sex).

struggles for women's equality and gay

critical acclaim and an Oscar for her

Although transgendered and inter-

rights, typically assume a threshold

brilliant cinematic portrayal of

sexed persons arguably complicate the

ability to identify males and females.

Brandon Teena, an anatomical female

ordinary concepts of sex and gender

Given the way we take these cate-

living as a male, in the brutal and

in different ways, in the final analysis

gories for granted, choosing the best

gripping Boys Don't Cry. The New

both demonstrate that multiple fac-

terminology proves difficult, although

York Times Magazine recently pub-

tors contribute to "maleness" and

sex usually is "considered a strictly

lished one account of a transgendered

"femaleness," inviting the possibility

To be sure, many people find

l

to overturn a yearbook photo rule that

and ABC's 20120 both recently cov-

exploration provides a cautionary tale,

)

attire and is suing her school district
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have attributes

or ftmale: "chromosomal makeup, ...

offers the only escape from this defini-

from both categories and defying an

gonadal sex, internal morphologic sex,

tional and legal dilemma.

immutable either-or approach to clas-

external morphologic sex, hormonal

sification.

sex, phenotypic sex, assigned sex and

tion, however, is whether the search

gender of rearing, and sexual

for legal definitions of sex, gender,

Because the law (often several years

Perhaps a more fundamental ques-

behind popular culture) rarely address-

identity."7 This

es I he meaning of male and ftmale, a

case to the trial court for consideration

the law should borrow definitions

recent inheritance case from Kansas,

of these different criteria in determin-

used elsewhere, then what is the most

ingJ'Noel's sex.

authoritative source? What role

1

In re listate r1"Cardinl'l",' generated
considerable attention. After Marshall

court remanded the

But Joe prevailed on appeal to the

male, and ftmale makes sense. Yet, if

should medicine play?

Gardiner died without a will, his

Supreme Court of Kansas. For the

estranged son, Joe, challenged the

state's highest court, which decided

about the contributions of physicians

inheritance claim ofJ'Noel Gardiner,

the case in March 2002, the ordinary

in this area. On the one hand, some

whom Marshall had married a year

dictionary definitions of sex, male, and

physicians provide enormous assis-

before his death. Joe argued that

ftmale do not include transsexuals.

tance to their transgendered and inter-

}'Noel, a postoperative male-to-female

Hence, when the Kansas legislature,

sexed patients who wish to become

transsexual, could not legally have

by statute, limited marriage to couples

more male or more female, perform-

There are two contrasting stories

married a man and, hence, could not

of the "opposite sex" and expressed a

ing and improving sex-reassignment

inherit Marshall's estate as his widow.

strong policy for recognition of only

surgery, prescribing hormonal treat-

}'Noel counter- argued that her post-

those marriages between a man and a

ments, and providing essential coun-

surgical anatomy and her gender iden-

woman, it contemplated "a biological

seling. Certainly, without medical

tity made her a woman, as reflected by

man and a biological woman" and

intervention, }'Noel would have

her Wisconsin birth certificate, which

implicidy excluded transsexuals. 8

remained "trapped" in the male body

had been amended by the state pursuant to a court order to identify
}'Noel as female.
The trial court considered }'Noel a

Gay rights advocates and other

of her birth and might never have

civil libertarians contend that such

enjoyed the intimate relationship she

reasoning might provide a foothold

shared with Marshall.

for recognition of same-sex marriages.

On the other hand, others in the

male because of identification based

If the United States Constitution

medical profession take an approach

on external genitalia at birth and ruled

guarantees a right to marry, as the

as "rigid and simplistic" as that which

the marriage invalid under Kansas'

United States Supreme Court has

was criticized by the court of appeals

"opposite-sex" requirement for spous-

stated in several landmark cases, 9 then

in Gardiner. Advocacy and support

es. When }'Noel sought review, how-

how can transsexuals like }'Noel exer-

groups, such as the Intersex Society of

ever, the court of appeals, which criti-

cise this right? In Kansas, }'Noel, who

North America (ISNA) and several

cized the trial court for using a "rigid

looks, acts, and feels like a woman

former patients, criticize some physi-

and simplistic" test for sex, 5 adopted a

(and has a Wisconsin birth certificate

cians for treating the birth of every

much more flexible and nuanced

identifying her as such), cannot legally

intersexed baby as an emergency; for

approach. After surveying the handful

marry a man, so presumably she must

insisting that every infant must be cat-

of prior cases and relying on a recent

marry a woman. Yet, in Wisconsin,

egorized either as male or female at

law review article by Professor Julie A.

must she marry a man? Perhaps,

birth or as soon thereafter as possible;

Greenberg, 6

advocates of same-sex marriage con-

for pressuring parents to consent to

eight different criteria that might be

tend, compromising the "opposite-

treatment (including surgery) to make

used to classify an individual as male

sex" requirement for lawful spouses

the intmt fit the chosen category; and

JGSM
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for recommending a paternalistic and

Raised as a Girl, is now familiar. David

secretive approach that withholds

was originally "Bruce," an identical

resume a male identity at age 14, and

from patients their own medical histo-

male twin who lost his penis in infan-

later he went public with his version

ries even as they mature.

cy during a circumcision accident in

of the story. Some authorities invoked

1996. His devastated parents accepted

the case to establish the significance of

gender assignment, but delayed treat-

the expert advice ofJohns Hopkins

"nature" over "nurture"-a position

ment until such children can consent

physician, John Money, who persuad-

quite in keeping with the recent atten-

ISNA urges, instead, preliminary

;t

to surgery themselves-a patient-cen-

ed them that their son could become a

tion the Human Genome Project has

tered approach in place of the conceal-

virtually normal daughter with the

given to claims of biological causation

ment-centered (or parent-centered)

removal of his testicles, appropriately

for various human preferences, behav-

gendered childrearing, and eventual

iors, and diseases. Such arguments,

approach traditionally

r-

Reimer made the decision to

practiced. 10

Such groups have gone far in publiciz-

hormonal treatments. Dr. Money

however, emphasize one aspect of

ing the real harms of cosmetic genital

found this case to be an ideal applica-

Reimer's history, while ignoring

surgery, which often impairs sexual

tion of his theory that "nurture"-not

arguably equally important elements.

response, fails to create the promised

"nature"-determines gender, and

Apart from the gender reassignment

"normal" appearance, communicates

emphasized that for a successful reas-

that is blamed for making his child-

shame about the patient's genitalia of

signment, the truth must never be dis-

hood so miserable, the secrecy his par-

birth, and conflicts with the patient's

closed to Bruce, who was renamed

ents were instructed to maintain must

later gender preferenceY Here, well-

Brenda. Despite early scientific litera-

have enormously burdened the emo-

intentioned parental consent is not a

ture touting the success of Brenda's

tional climate in which he was reared.

reliable proxy for the young patient's

reassignment and the validation of

And imagine the guilt his parents

own eventual choice, and even a good-

Money's theory, the reality was quite

must have felt about the botched cir-

faith effort to promote the infant's

dreadfully different. Reimer, who later

cumcision. Further, Reimer acknowl-

best interest can later prove irre-

reported that he was never comfort-

edges that the frequent, intrusive, and

versibly wrong.

able as a female, had a miserable

unexplained medical examinations

childhood.

that Dr. Money required made him

In one illustration that takes the
traditional approach to an extreme, a

Yet, the initial claims of success

feel like a freak. 14 Even apart from

mother who steadfastly refused to

acquired a life of their own, generating

Money's failure to disclose the experi-

consent to feminizing surgery for her

scholarly analyses in many different

mental nature of the treatment and to

intersexed child learned that the

fields that presented gender entirely as

obtain adequate ethical review, his

physician performed it anyway during

a social construct. For example, in

approach became undeniably paternal-

what she was told would be only a

Family Law, a law school course I

istic, if not self-serving and oppor-

biopsy of his undescended testicle,

have taught for over 25 years, three

tunistic, once his visits with Reimer

which was removed despite a patholo-

different editions of one of the leading

indicated serious problems. In short,

textbooks included an excerpt from

the claims for biological determinism

course, the most well-publicized case

Dr. Money's report to invite discus-

attributed to this case overlook the

of medical excesses designed to assign

sion of the purpose of marriage laws

misdeeds, mistakes, and emotional

a gender to an unwitting patient

that require one male and one female

baggage that contributed to Reimer's

gy report showing no disease.

12

Of

sex. 13

horrible suffering.

involved the man we now know as

or two parties of the opposite

David Reimer. The story, fully report-

His study suggested that anyone can

ed in 2000 in John Colapinto'sAs

be a male or a female with appropriate

are adopting a more open, flexible,

Nature Made Him: The Boy Who Was

medical assistance and social support.

and patient-centered approach to

JGSM
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interscxcd children and to gender

the possibility that physicinns will

t ive empirical studies evaluating dif-

identity in general. For example,

incre ;l si n~ly ~ee ~i tuat i on~

ferent treatment approaches, delibera-

although the American Academy of

the prebirth

ami the post-

tion, and standard-setting by interdis-

Pediatrics says that the "diagnosis and

birth visual inspection do not match.

ciplinary groups attuned to the ethical

te~t re~ult

in wh ich

On closer analysis, however, these

issues presented, and the full partici-

infants] require urgent medical atten-

same cases reflect a second approach.

pation of patients familiar with their

tion, "15

They do not foreclose all change, for

own medical histories all will be nec-

for delayed surgery in individual cases,

they concede that the legislature might

essary. Doctors can play a significant

or a moratorium on such surgery in

choose to reclassify transsexuals or to

role in law reform here, but only if

general, pending a comprehensive

amend the marriage laws to include

they first address the problems now

assessment of outcomes from past

transsexuals (and presumably inter-

becoming apparent in the traditional

prompt treatment [of intersexed

other authorities have called

interventions. 16

In the absence of eval-

sexed

persons).18 Yet,

statutory reform

uation of previous results, informed

seems unimaginable without physicians

consent to such treatment remains

playing a pivotal role, offering expert

impossible.

testimony in legislative hearings and

What do evolving medical attitudes about sex and sexual ambiguity
mean for courts and legislatures,

otherwise educating lawmakers on any
possible need for change.
The third approach, exemplified by

which must resolve issues like ]'Noel's

the court of appeals in Gardiner, looks

right to inherit as a widow? In fact,

to modem medical understandings of

the limited case law reveals three dif-

sex and gender and views such issues as

ferent stances, and all three give health

questions of fact, not law. Fact ques-

care professionals key roles to play.

tions require evidence to resolve them,

First, some cases (like Gardiner in

and such evidence would necessarily

the Kansas Supreme Court) use a rule

include examination and cross-exami-

that the information entered on the

nation of physicians as expert witnesses.

birth certificate at the time of birth

One case relies explicidy on the results

determines one's sex as a matter of

of medical intervention, stating that, "If

law. These cases reject any connection

such sex reassignment surgery is suc-

between physician-made anatomy that

cessful and the postoperative transsexual

was constructed in sex-reassignment

is, by virtue of medical treatment, there-

surgery and treatment, and the

by possessed of the full capacity to func-

patient's "true" sex. Yet, even here

tion sexually as a male or female, as the

health care professionals play a signifi-

case may be, we perceive no legal barri-

cant role. They ordinarily complete

er, cognizable social taboo, or reason

the birth certificate (whether the new-

grounded in public policy to prevent

born has "normal" or ambiguous geni-

that person's identification at least for

talia), and they set the standard for

purposes of the marriage to the sex

what information is used: a visual

finally indicated."19

inspection of genitalia versus a chro-

For physicians credibly to exercise

mosome test. 17 Further, the rise of

the authority that the law seems

prenatal chromosome testing suggests

poised to delegate to them, retrospec-

IGSM
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